living
At Villa Sante in
Kalpitiya, architect
Hirante Welandawe
incorporates a skillful
interplay of the indoors
and outdoors
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Since its independence in
1948, Sri Lanka has been
on a quest to forge a
unique design identity.
As architect and academic David Robson
writes in The New Sri
Lankan House (2015),
Sri Lanka is a relatively small country,
less than one-sixtieth
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in architecture it
punches above its weight.
“All the signs are that the efforts of the
early pioneers have borne fruit. A diverse tradition of contemporary Sri
Lankan architecture can be shown
alongside those of eminent international practitioners like Tadao Ando,
Shigeru Ban and Kerry Hill,” he says.

CREATIVE FOUNDATION

Sri Lanka’s early building history is
tinged with the assimilation of colonial
inﬂuences—vernacular architecture
and local building materials serenely
rub shoulders with Dutch, Portuguese
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and British colonial design inﬂuences.
But over the past six decades, there’s
been a conscious uncoupling of these
architectural tropes. The late 20th century saw an architectural curiosity in
the works of Minnette de Silva and
Geoffrey Bawa, one of the foremost
champions of tropical modernism,
whose inﬂuence is still tangible.
A negotiation of space and identity and
a rejection of the nostalgic vernacular
is visible in Valentine Gunasekara’s
modernist designs.

SOLID EXTENSIONS

The new crop is building on the legacies of these predecessors, while responding to new challenges and lifestyles. Awards such as the triannual
Geoffrey Bawa Awards for Excellence
in Architecture, modelled on the
scheme run by the Aga Khan Trust for
Culture, were established to highlight
the works of younger architects. Crucially, the awards recognise architecture responding to the demands of a
changing island instead of an imitation
of Bawa’s aesthetic.
Meanwhile, rising house prices,

shrinking plots, growing population
and pollution have prompted a re-examination of aesthetics as well, nudging architects out of their comfort
zones. A quick walk around central
Colombo and you’re bound to encounter high rises in their infancy, old
neighbourhoods being altered and
apartments mushrooming with astonishing rapidity.
With its tropical environment, Sri
Lanka’s living conditions play a crucial
role in its construction landscape.
“Living in Sri Lanka is really about living outdoors because of our climate,”
muses Pradeep Kodikara, a Colombobased architect. An awareness of this
can be seen in architects who have
made an impact on the design scene.
In his 2006 book Sri Lanka Style:
Tropical Design And Architecture,
Lankan architect Channa Daswatte
notes that contemporary Sri Lankan
style is one that is in ﬂux, marked by
fusion and reinvention. Sri Lanka’s architectural landscape resists easy pigeonholing but it’s deﬁnitely one to
watch. Vogue singles out four architects holding up the vanguard. >
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The Sri Lankan aesthetic has long been synonymous with the genius of one man.
ADILAH ISMAIL reports on the new design wave from the island country offering
fitting counterpoints to Geoffrey Bawa’s architectural legacy

living
______________________
C ANJALENDRAN, 65
“For a long time we were stuck in the
notion of ‘hotels’ and ‘luxury villas’. I’m
excited by the fact that Sri Lanka is now
breaking out of this mould.”

C

Clad in a burnt orange and mustard
sarong, C Anjalendran sits on a tea
planter’s chair in his airy home on the
outskirts of Colombo. A trio of architecture
students are silent spectators to our
conversation. Behind the architect, in the
middle of a courtyard filled with crushed
kabok stones, is a solitary chair from
the Geoffrey Bawa-designed Heritance
Kandalama hotel—a gift from Bawa, for
whom Anjalendran worked for more than
a decade.
Over the past few years, Anjalendran
has achieved single-name status in Sri
Lanka for his designs and role in mentoring
a new generation of Lankan architects.
While Anjalendran’s best lessons in
architecture came from his work with Bawa,
there are stylistic differences between
teacher and student. “We had a healthy
respect for each other and he allowed me
to be me,” says Anjalendran.
Anjalendran’s designs are noted for their

Anjalendran’s
Mount Cinnamon
Villa commands a
360-degree view of
the Weligama Bay

sustainable use of low-cost materials and
environmentally conscious design (the
electricity bill for his own house is absurdly
low) and an aesthetic he terms “invisible
architecture,” which allows buildings to
recede into their surroundings.
Known for making affordable
Kurundu House
in Kandy uses
screens of discarded
cinnamon wood to
control ambient light

__________________________
PRADEEP KODIKARA, 48
“Architects are becoming more aware of
green architecture and environmentally
sensitive architecture. They are trying to
use new ways of designing and using new
materials, which is promising.”
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architecture that fuses vernacular
tradition with modernity, among his
notable designs are the SOS community
villages he designed for children who
are orphaned, abandoned or neglected,
resulting in a 14-year affiliation between
the architect and client.

F

For some hotels, a coastal property without
a beach front could be a commercial kiss of
death. Pradeep Kodikara was approached
by a Bengaluru-based anthropologist and
ecologist who had worked in Sri Lanka, fell
in love with it, and wanted to build a house
on the island. The plot of coastal land
Kodikara was confronted with, however,
was once a cashew grove. It had no direct
beach view and was 300 metres away
from the shore. The ensuing holiday villa,
Kadju House (which translates to Cashew
House), was initially built as a writer’s
retreat. Now a boutique hotel, it consists
of multiple levels that finally build up to its
zenith—a 180-degree view of the bay over
an infinity lap pool.
“The unique element was that it elevated
the house from a normal site to something
very special through a vista,” explains
Kodikara, whose design for Kadju House
earned him the 2013-14 Geoffrey Bawa
Award for Excellence in Architecture.
Running a small architecture firm in
Colombo with his wife, he’s on a mission to
find contemporary solutions to suit local
contexts. Take Kurundu House, a luxury
homestay, built last year, that draws its
name from the cinnamon (kurundu) sticks
that are used as screens in a four-bedroom
house nestled in the hills of Kandy. Here
the use of affordable cinnamon sticks
creates an atmospheric dappled light
within the house.

The ‘Mihila’ factory’s
sustainable design has
reduced its potential
carbon footprint by
48 per cent

________
TILAK
SAMARAWICKREMA, 73
“There is a lot of talent in the country… and
a lot of it comes from rural backgrounds.”
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T
A vertical garden and
an indoor pond add to
the tropical vibe at a
residential project by
Welandawe in Bengaluru

___________
HIRANTE
WELANDAWE, 59
“Contemporary architecture in Sri
Lanka shows pluralism as the driving force,
with innovative ideas and history coming in
to play together in an exciting way.”

W

When Hirante Welandawe was a teenager,
her parents built a house and, as the eldest
in the family, she found herself caught up
in the planning. This mildest of initiations
into the world of architecture and the
excitement of being a part of the building
process lingered years later and prompted
her architectural career.
Sri Lanka’s verdant foliage and tropical
climate offer a strong springboard for
creativity, but for Welandawe, its people

and context are at the crux of
her designs. “I’m very interested
in projects that revolve around
personalities or communities that have
cultural significance,” she says. Her 2015
house in post-war Jaffna was a thoughtful
response to the post-war climate and the
needs of the owners who had lived through
the conflict, for instance.
She also worked on the 2009
refurbishment of the Heritance Tea
Factory—a former tea factory constructed
by the British, it’s now a luxury hotel in the
hills. Corroded metal cladding juxtaposed
with a soft low-lit ambience, copper and
timber tones, and furniture forged out of
old tea factory machinery were some of its
striking refurbished design elements.

Tilak Samarawickrema spent his formative
years in Italy from 1971-1983, when Italy
was at a political and artistic crossroads. His
time abroad grounded him into the world
of international design while nudging him
beyond the confines of architecture.
As an artist, architect and designer,
Samarawickrema straddles multiple
worlds. While having a modern approach
to architecture, his art and craft dip into a
vast wellspring of Sri Lankan indigenous
art, transforming it to fit into a new
aesthetic order.
Having spent time with Mayan weavers
in Guatemala, Samarawickrema’s work
with the traditional Sri Lankan weavers
of Talagune in Udadumbara resulted in a
delightfully modernist take on traditional
tapestries. The tapestries, marked by their
geometric shapes and warm colours, have
been exhibited at MoMA, New York, as
well as in India.
An essay in Samarawickrema’s book A
Voyage In Sri Lankan Design (2012) notes
the influence of Italian architect Aldo Rossi
in a 2003 product development facility
he designed for a Sri Lankan apparel
manufacturer. Mihila, a green apparel
factory of the same manufacturer, was
lauded as the first carbon-neutral apparel
factory in Asia.
Perched on a hillside, it is surrounded
by verdant green paddy fields and a
rainforest and boasts of reduced energy
consumption. ■
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